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Welcome to the WHAM Newsletter. I hope you have had an enjoyable year so
far of motorcycling.
Firstly congratulations to Paul Gill, who has passed his Local Observer
assessment and has already taken on an Associate. Also I am pleased to
announce that Stuart Poole has been invited on to the Training Team. We
look forward to his input and expertise.

WHAM has had a very busy few weeks. This year’s Speedway was a great success with some
throwing in some extreme wheelie training. Look out for the full story next month.The WHAM trip to
Ypres and the WW1 battlefields was a great success and expertly planned by Del Britton. My
waistline has just about recovered from the cake, evening meals and the delights of Belgian beer.

Christmas Dinner

This year’s Christmas Dinner is booked for Friday 18th December at the Falcon Hotel, Bromyard. If
you have not tried the food at the Falcon I can guarantee you won’t be disappointed. We will have
music provided by our very own musicians Ian Barnard and Phil George (thanks guys) so bring
your dancing shoes. This year Sylvia and John will take your order at the table. Numbers are
restricted to 80 and will be on a first come, first served basis. The cost is £25 per person. The
dress code is smart casual but no jeans please. If you wish to book a room please contact the
Falcon on 01885 483034.

You can pay for the dinner through the PayPal link on the website. This will become live in the near
future. If you are not paying by PayPal please reserve your place by contacting me on
wham.worcester@gmail.com and let me know how you would prefer to pay. If you are not in time
to secure a place you will be put on a waiting list.

Our AGM will be on the last Wednesday in January. Please let me, or any member of the
Committee, know if you would be interested in being more involved in the committee, club or would
like to organise an event.

Our IAM group scorecard statistics make interesting reading.  Over the last 12 months we have
had 16 test passes, compared to a regional average of 12.9. We have had 5 ‘First’ passes,
compared to regional average of 2.1. A reflection of the skill and commitment of our Observing
team.

Paul
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From the web:
John McGuiness on ‘That Moment!@=’
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITK5iVw_GfE

courtesy of Derek McMullan

If you can think of a better caption - or have a photo for the magazine email:
whamnewsletter@gmail.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0V9GVXydp3c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITK5iVw_GfE
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WHAM WWI Battlefield Tour 2015
By Tony Reusser

On behalf of all those on this Battle field Tour, I’m going to start by thanking Del
Britton for an extremely well organised and thoroughly interesting tour. He even
arranged for brilliant end of season weather!
WW1 is in its Centenary years and inconsequence all the Memorial buildings, parks, gardens,
trenches, towers and even a crater were resplendent and at their very best.

Day 1 - Friday 25th Sept

Ten bikes and two cars arrived at the La Coupole V2 Rocket site
for the RV at 12.30! Well that was the plan. However, a few
unwanted Euro Tunnel inhabitants caused most of our party to be
delayed. The exceptions were Tony , Gary and Paul who had
travelled over the night before. Good planning boys, IPSGA taken
to another level (Tony clearly following the “Masters” training).
[NB: At this point it must be mentioned that the 2 car drivers (The
Jag & The Porsche) had poor excuses for not turning up on two
wheels, but they just had to live with the consequences]
The V2 Site was a real eye opener. Amazing technology that if it
had been available a few months earlier in the WW2, may have
had a far greater effect on the outcome of that conflict. From there
we made our way to Ypres and the various Hotel’s, B&B’s and
Apartment’s we were booked into.
Looking at Yprse now in all its beauty it’s hard to believe that it
has been rebuilt twice in the last 100 years. If you have not been
you should. There is much on offer, from  moated walled sections
of town, outdoor cafes and restaurants overlooking the Saint
Martin’s Cathedral, the Town hall and much more not least the
Menin Gate.

We had the privilege to attend a number of evening services at the Menin Gate, where at 8pm the
“Last Post” is sounded. It was impossible not to be moved by the sacrifice made by so many
soldiers on all sides.
The evening meal saw us descend on an unsuspecting local restaurant called the “ The Captain
Cook“, and just to prove WHAM can visit the same place twice without apologising the second
time, we went back there again on Saturday.

Day 2 – Saturday 26th Sept
A busy day with plenty to see meant we left Ypres and headed for the Notre Dome War Cemetery
and the Vimmy Ridge & Tunnels guided tour at 1300. Interestingly, although soldiers came from
all parts of the then British empire to serve in the Great War, they have the Welsh miners to thank
for the tunnels at Vimmy Ridge. From there we moved on to Passchendaele, Tyne Cote
Cemetery and the Hooge Crater Museum and café. More on the Crater later. On a personal note
I was struck by the number of overseas families looking for lost relatives amongst the engraved
names.
After the Saturday night meal most gathered expectantly at Bar 32, to watch the second half of
the Wales vs. England World Cup Rugby match. As they say, the rest is history.
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Day 3 – Sunday 27th Sept

Plenty to see once again with the sun still
shining. The day included; The Tiepval Memorial,
South African National Memorial , Lochnager
Crater & Café, New foundland Canadian National
Memorial Park and the Ulster Tower.
We all found the size of the Lochnager Crater
just incredible, lost for words actually. One
wanders around the rim of this grotesques and
completely ludicrous hole in the ground in silent
horror of what it must have been like to see and
hear 27 tons of high explosive bring the world to
an end for so many soldiers, and originally there
were 5 more in line with this one!

The return journey to Ypres also included the French War Cemetery in Arras.
Our last evening’s entertainment was kindly organised by the Chuckle Brothers, you can probably
guess who they were. A very pleasant evening it was too with no roll or “drinks bill” throwing to be
seen.

Thus far I haven’t mentioned anything about the French and Belgium roads as this was not the
focus of this piece. However, there was plenty of farmers’ mud on the smaller roads, not unlike
our normal stomping grounds. In a few instances it was still possible to find a number minor roads
converging with no junctions marked, necessitating “give way to the right”. There; I just couldn’t
let it lie.

Day 4 – Monday 28th Sept
Our departure day from Ypres. Some of us decided to make a slightly earlier dash for the tunnel
or ferry, while others spent the morning looking around the lovely town of Ypres, drinking coffee
and eating cakes (again)!.
I’m sure we all travelled home with a sense of everlasting gratitude to the young men we had
seen honoured at so many WW1 memorials and, of course, with the pleasure of travelling and
laughing with our WHAM friends.

Lest we forget.

                        Member’s Articles                      4
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TWO NUTTERS ON A MISSION – Part 4
The DJ event proved to be the highlight of our trip and within that particularly the Sunday visit to
Pierre-Jean’s workshop – an Aladdin’s cave of bespoke engineering skill.

Derek

Derek and I had agreed to swap rides and Gilles needed to get back to the hotel ahead of the
others to prepare the mighty ‘tartiflette’ for the evening dinner. This was a local take on the
specialty dish of potato, cream, cheese, and meat. “Don’t don your helmet before getting in the
sidecar!” Derek advised me. “It’s totally impossible to get in with helmet on.”

Helmetless I climbed in, wedged firmly next to the child seat for Gilles’s young son, and with a
typical KTM Blat! Blatter! Blat! from the Akrapovic mere inches to my left ear, we shot off. We
must have been doing 60mph in the first few yards to the corner and I was still struggling to get
my hat on!

Gilles took no prisoners and rode extremely briskly. The noise was phenomenal and I deeply
regretted having NO EARPLUGS – forgot the blessed things. Between corners I fished my
Garmin out of my pocket to see what speeds we were achieving. Between 85 and 90 mph on the
short straights and not a lot slower round the curves.

Gilles riding style was fast yes, and flamboyant, and he had
developed a habit of blipping the throttle at every possible
opportunity…entering a village, leaving a village, pedestrian
at the side, onto the speed bump, off the speed bump, T
junctions, corners, gear change….you getting the sound?? Is
it the computer or is it him?  All very sporty but combined with
the overrun eardrum destroying pops and bangs, I reckoned
I’d be stone deaf for a week (actually about an hour!).

Shower, quick kip at the hotel and hearing stuff again, I
trotted down to join the group gathering back at the car park
where a small promotional display of DJ outfits had been put
together, including a wickedly dangerous looking motocross
outfit.
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Spotting me in ‘civvies’ Jean-Louis enthusiastically demanded I mustn’t miss the opportunity to
ride his Suzuki GSX 1000 DJ Sport outfit. He was allowing all interested people to take it out for
20 mins or so.  ‘Les Anglais’ waited their turn and Derek plucked up the courage to ride in the
chair. I was glad I hadn’t had a beer at lunch!

               GSX/DJ Sport next to another Armec

Scary or what!  Yes, I’ve had a sports outfit before but it’s 10 years since I’d ridden any outfit,
never mind a beaut like this one; Jean-Louis’ pride and joy, on the wrong side of the road, and
with a right-hand sidecar. It was super dooper sensitive on the steering, just like a kart and plenty
of power that I frankly didn’t explore. No, much too worried!   Firstly, about putting Derek in the
verge and secondly, about damaging this lovely machine. Up the mountain, layby stop, input from
Derek that I was far out from the verge…too far for comfort…made the road positioning
adjustment as we trickled back down the mountain, arriving just before the threatening clouds
finally dumped their contents.  What a
machine!

A wonderful dinner and we remarked how
well attended this event was and couldn’t
imagine such enthusiasm for this branch
of motorcycling in the UK.
Derek got through TWO huge bowls of
tartiflette. Respect!

We couldn’t imagine a UK sidecar event being so well supported. Spot us top left.
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Our final day saw us going over the mountain to the DJ Construction workshop where croissants,
pain-au-chocolat and black coffee awaited. I was treated to a very fast ride in a Yamaha FJR/
Side-Bike outfit belonging to Jacques. It was a lesson in smooth sidecar driving!  His wife
Claudine offered me her place and she travelled with Derek in the Jaguar – to “squeals of delight”
I’m told – when Derek demo’d the Jag’s abilities…!!

Jean-Louis’ works were what you’d expect from a true
artisan. Lovely metal work and he makes all the wheels,
suspension and steering as well as building the subframes
and sidecar chassis for the bikes. He’s almost unbelievably
good at bending metal!

                 DJ Construction’s workshop                    J-L explains to Derek how he builds the wheels himself

Gilles’ 1190 KTM, subframe and chassis – see what I mean – rigid
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And the sun shone

Conclusion to ‘find a sidecar for John’ mission.

I’ve never seen such strong and rigid sidecar builds and I would like one. Now I’ve seen and
ridden how sweet handling a road outfit can be AND with a sidecar design that engages the active
participation of the ‘passenger’, nothing less will do. Derek was mightily impressed and, with his
engineering experience, that is praise indeed.

The sad fact is that Jean-Louis doesn’t supply a left-handed DJ Sport body. The cost of a one-off
to suit UK would be more than I’d be willing to spend, even with my son designing for free. My
VFR-X is suitable, says Jean-Louis, but until some kind of realistically affordable solution arises,
I’ll be riding solo. But things do change…...

A brief mention of one area I’ve skipped over and that is the amazing work Jean-Louis and his
brother do in building outfits for handicapped riders. They brought along a Suzuki B-King/DJ Sport
outfit equipped and plumbed with a selection of sophisticated modifications to allow disabled
riders to get motorcycling again. This picture gives you some idea of the interchangeable
hydraulics to switch machine functions e.g. from foot to hand, from lever to toggle switch. Their
aim is to enable any rider to enjoy motorcycling, irrespective of their handicap. Good work!

Suzuki B-King/DJ Sport outfit for disabled riders

What a wonderful trip and experience and my most sincere thanks go to Derek for making it all
possible!  The camaraderie was very heart warming. With one exception (Derek named him
‘Silverback’ – long silver hair, stony faced and seemingly resentful of us Brits being there) all the
people we met were really welcoming and made sure we had a good time. In my book our
research objective was fully achieved and if I have to wait a while to fulfill my desire, then that is
probably ‘a good thing’ in this western society of instant gratification.

John.
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WHAM! Regalia
Have you bought your WHAM! clothing

yet? We’ve got polo shirts and T-shirts in
stock - for £12 and £10 respectively.

You can also buy fleeces and other wham
regalia - just let us know what you want.

To purchase wham! polo or T-shirts
Please contact: Alex Hoyle.

    http://www.wham-motorcycling.org/wham-shop/

FOR SALE
2003 Honda ST1300 Pan European, 67,000 miles, one owner from new.  FSH.  Excellent
condition. Electric screen, heated grips, 12V power point, top box, Garmin Zumo 550. new tyres,
MOT til July 2016.  This bike is especially suited to touring and winter riding.

Selling to IAM member or associate for £3000.
If interested please contact John Hodges on 01158 754877.
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If you :

●  Have an article/story that you may think other will find interesting.

●  A forthcoming event to advertise

●  A motorcycling item for sale

●  Or just seek advice!

Email Stuart Poole at Mail: whamnewsletter@gmail.com  and we shall
endeavour to include it.

Wheelie Day
By James Roddis

On the 30th August I participated with a friend on a wheelie school event based near Silverstone.
We rode up there via Evesham, Morton-in-Marsh, Chipping Norton and Bicester. It was a wet ride,
very wet but got there 1 hr late!

The bike was a Yamaha Fazer with the gear selector positioned very high in order to keep the
bike in 1st gear. That was the only gear used. These poor machines have been thrashed in 1st
gear for many years and were still going strong.

The technique was to accelerate fast as possible (Bike squats), then throttle off (Bike lunges),
then throttle back on to generate the lift, but before the front wheel gets high you have to gently
release the throttle and then blip it on and off to maintain the wheelie. Easy in theory, very difficult
in practice.

Two staggered probes were
on the rear one for half
throttle the other for full
throttle off. So if you hit
these too aggressive the
front would crash down and
your privates would take the
impact!
It took the whole day to
master it but it was a great
great day.

mailto:whamnewsletter@gmail.com
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3 Countries In 1 Training Session.
By Ian Barnard

I last took my advanced rider test in July 2006 and had felt for some time that I would like to get
an assessment of my riding and to re-take the test. By chance I happened to find details of an
advanced course run by a Welsh Group, 1st Class Riders, who are based just north of Cardiff
and run by a retired police rider, Andy Smith.

 The course is run as a three country course as it starts in Wales, runs through England and then
rides some of the best roads in Scotland. I had always wanted to ride the Scottish roads and so
this course ticked both boxes for me.

On the course were four trainees
paired two to an instructor, who were
both serving police officers. The first
day was spent in the classroom
reminding us all of the teachings of
Roadcraft and updating our knowledge
of the highway code. It is quite
worrying just how much we think we
know but don't actually know. We
stayed that night in Merthyr Tydfil and
left from there on the following
morning. We rode with our allotted
instructor who was keen to see what
skills we might have for him to work
with.

We rode up the A470 to Crossgates
then the A483 via Newtown and
Welshpool and up to Chester where
we then had a bit of a slog on the
motorway until we were able to peel
off into the Lake District. We stopped
at the chippy in Windermere before
riding the Kirkstone pass round to
Ulswater, then to Penrith and up the
A6 to Gretna for a cuppa. From there
we took the old A74 rather than the
motorway as far as we could before
arriving at our Hotel base in Paisley
around 19:00 after around 390 odd
miles.

The next day we spent half on radio with Jeff, our instructor, encouraging us to better things,
while also riding without the radio so Jeff could see our riding decisions without his constant
input. That day we rode up the side of Loch Lomond and round to Invarary and then on to Oban
before coming back again to the Loch and the Hotel.
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The next day started out the same but this time we turned
off at the Green Welly Stop cafe and took the Glencoe
pass up to Fort William. We travelled down as far as the
Commando Memorial before heading back. We enjoyed
brilliant weather over the entire trip with the summit of
Ben Nevis in clear view. These were long days covering
over 250 miles per day but the roads were just
exceptional with every type of bend available no matter
what road we took.
The Saturday was our test day with all four of us opting to
take both the IAM test and also the RoSPA test. The test
were conducted south of Glasgow on roads we had not
ridden before just to make life more interesting. The Local
IAM examiner had been invited along to do the IAM tests
while our two instructors swapped trainees and tested the
two riders that they had spent no time with prior to the
test.

I was chuffed to achieve a Gold pass in the RoSPA test while the other three all reached the silver
standard. We all passed the IAM test and were also assessed against the "Enhanced Rider
Scheme" which is a level of riding competence scheme driven by the DSA in which we all
achieved an A grade.

Sunday was spent riding back home and we rode as a group down to the lakes before we all went
our separate ways. In all I covered around 1500 miles over the six days and I certainly ached from
riding so far and having to have such a high level of concentration but I would certainly
recommend this course to anyone wanting advanced training on such brilliant roads.
The cost was £1280 and the following link will take you to their site if you would like further details.
http://www.1stclassrider.co.uk/advanced-training
1st Class Riders are a very professional group and the experience of riding with Police riders was
something I thoroughly enjoyed.
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Building Confidence
                                                                                                    By Den Osborne

I think over the past ten years I seem to have had more
come backs to motorcycling than Frank Sinatra did in his
career. Without fail I have to build my confidence again
and go through the same process exactly the same as
anybody taking up riding a motorbike. Obviously for me
the learning curve is a lot shorter because of past
experience but I liken it to someone who has a golf
handicap of 6 , have a layoff for  a couple of months and
come back and try to play off 6 again.

While I`ve been `resting` this last time I was going
through some very old bike mags and came across an article on building confidence. I thought I
would tie this in with a few thoughts of my own and fill up a few pages of our mag.

So wouldn`t it be great if every time we put on our helmet and stepped on to our bike we knew
with absolute certainty that we were to ride brilliantly ? Every bend would be dispatched without
thinking, every over take perfectly timed with speed and safety. On our ride we`d squeeze every
ounce of grip from our tyres, hammer the brakes so hard the tyres would squeal in protest but
never lock and out of the corners we would accelerate so hard that the back would squirm but
never slip. We`d use our bikes to the limit, but never over step the mark and we`d do this without
trying whether dry or wet.  Is that confidence?

Psychologists say in-built levels of confidence are shaped as soon as you pop in to the world. If
your parents emit tense, nervous signals as you totter about discovering your surroundings, you`ll
pick up on the vibes and be less comfortable discovering the inside of your Wendy house. 35
years on and caution still ringing in your ears, you might find yourself in panic mode when
entering an unfamiliar corner. By contrast if the toddler watches are more relaxed about the
hazards, you may grow up to be as brave as `Wrinkle Brown` (look him up). Confidence also
depends on the success or failure of your previous ventures. A clumsy person with a life time of
scars is less likely to push the bike envelope. However that does not seem to explain the
absolute confidence of Moto GP riders in their own ability having binned it numerous times and
the broken bones that go with it.

Fear is the enemy of confidence and a double edged sword. On the one hand it protects us from
risky excess, but on the other it promotes an instinctual reaction where a rapid thought process
would have been better. Our instincts have evolved over millions of years and kept us safe long
enough to raise families but in todays` world our instincts sometimes hinder us. Nothing is less
natural than blasting a bike through a corner and if anything alarms us, instinct tells us to revert to
our normal upright position. If we see danger we stare at it until our brain has processed the
threat and if too fast we will probably hit it.
We tend to feel fear when presented with a threat, perceived or unknown. If we`ve faced the fear,
analysed it , applied reason and found it unwarranted, perhaps many times over, we overcome it.
That’s when we become confident in that situation.
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As social animals we can learn from a collective experience. We`re willing to stretch our self with
people we trust, confident their experience will lower our risk. If we`re open to it we can absorb
their experience and build our own skills. Knowing how to do things right and understanding why
you`re doing it that way gives a huge confidence boost and head start. However to take that
confidence and competence to the next level takes practice more practice and in our case bum on
the seat time.

Deep riding confidence comes in the form of automatic behaviour, performing basic acts from the
subconscious and leaving the reasoning mind clear to concentrate on other matters. This takes
practice and repetition. Do something often enough and you develop a `physical memory`. Even
walking is a complicated business and requires synchronising hundreds of muscles.
A good road rider, seamlessly flowing one corner to another, gives the impression of not thinking
about what he`s doing. To a certain extent he isn`t –much of what the smooth b-----d is doing is
subconscious, automatic.  The slick clutchless up changes and steering input are instinctual,
responses to a set of circumstances that have been brushed aside many times before. From the
throttle, brakes and indicators, not a thought is going in to the bike`s control.

This leaves the consciously active part of the brain free to concentrate on where he`s going and
how`s he getting there. Eyes are engaged in taking in the whole picture in front of you with the
brain making judgements on speed, assessing threats and plotting a path to avoid them.  There`s
a theatre happening in front of you and you must take it all in.

The unexpected happens- an elephant wanders into the road on the A44 at Brinsty Common.
Chances are you`ve never had this happen before so it doesn`t fit the riding plan and the
response is instant and automatic. The brakes come on fast, hard and smooth while the brain
decides whether it`s possible to stop in time and confident in the bike to know it`s slowing as
quickly as possible.  He`ll either come off the brakes smoothly and steer around it or pick the
softest place to crash.

If you understand your bike you`re more likely to be happier that it won`t do the unpredictable.
When it counts, really counts you can use what it has to offer. A knowledge of how tyres and
suspension work, where in the rev range the bike is making power and torque , the principles of
weight distribution during braking an acceleration and cornering will all help build confidence.
Riding in the wet is exactly the same as the dry but obviously the tyres have less grip.  We usually
choose not to ride in the wet and not many of us say `it`s raining I think I`ll go for a ride to hone
my skills`. Everything that`s needed to gain confidence in the dry – comparing the view ahead
with stopping ability, assessing corner speed , learning to relax and importantly backing off if you
feel tense. All of this applies in the wet. Though with the extra hazards of poorer road surfaces
and less grip from your tyres it`s a slower learning curve and one to climb with care.

A confidence inspiring bike keeps the rider in a comfort zone more of the time and lets him get on
with enjoying the ride. It`s always better to gain confidence on a bike that does not intimidate you.
Big 1000cc sports bikes are less suitable than a softer smaller machine. It`s all relative though
and while a FireBlade may scare the pants off a freshly direct accessed novice, a seasoned rider
is likely to find it reassuring and confidence building.

If you explore your limits and that of the bike until it reacts, it`s less likely to do so less violently on
a softer machine. Many riders take a backwards step by moving to a bigger bike before they`ve
come within a mile of their old bikes ability. They`re just getting use to the way it handles, stops
and turns -just about to hone their skills and then wallop -thrust back to the bottom of the
confidence ladder.          13
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Confidence will grow with miles if you`re prepared to spend time in the saddle, understanding
and feeling your bike `talk` to you. When a rider is performing at the peak of his abilities, he might
enter a `flow` state. Utterly immersed in the activity, the world slows down and he seems to
predict events before they happen, often feeling as though he`s on the outside looking at himself
while going at unprecedented speeds.

It does not happen very often –and probably doesn`t happen with road riders- but racers and the
likes of Ayrton Senna have spoken of this and said it scared him. Other sporting greats have had
the same feelings. It`s definitely not, repeat not to be confused with day dreaming for a journey
and wondered how you got there!

Confidence comes from belief in your own ability. It is absolutely crucial to avoid over confidence,
so you need an accurate assessment of your own ability- and that involves being honest with
yourself. Wishful thinking just breeds false overconfidence which is not the path to happy riding
as your ability will not match the level of confidence you project. In other words, it makes you
dangerous and you`re the last to know.

When riding, check yourself from time to time.  How relaxed are you? Are your arms locked
straight and rigid? How is your neck and shoulders feeling? If your stiff and tense your brain is
telling you it doesn`t like it (although it could be arthritis is my case!) and is your riding getting
scrappy.  Listen to yourself, slow down until you can relax, knock 5/10 mph off your speed for a
few miles then build the confidence again by increasing the speed slowly. Tension kicks off a
destructive spiral, you ride poorly, so you get more nervous still, you ride even more badly and so
on. Break the cycle. Chances are because you`re tense you will breath shallow - tight leathers
and a cramped riding position will not help. Sit up and take some deep breaths to get more
oxygen to the brain.  I do exactly this when some days it just doesn`t come together and the
more I curse myself in my helmet for being rubbish the smoothness ebbs away while trying to do
what know I should be doing.

It`s important to set realistic targets. Many riders believe they should be riding need down
everywhere because magazines continue to portray this type of photo. There`s nothing wrong
with riding knee down on a track if you like but for me it`s not required to make decent progress
on the road and if you chose to it should never interfere with looking where you`re going. Don`t
expect to ride like someone who does it for a living if you`ve only a couple of years of experience.
Being confident with speed means being confident you can stop. This comes down to your field
of vision. The further ahead you look, the more confidence you have in your speed. Looking
200yards ahead is all very well at 30mph, but the faster you go your brain is happier looking for
hazards further down the road. In bad weather, when you can`t see far, speeds will drop but your
confidence need not.

How well you brake is also critical to confidence at speed. Combine looking well ahead with the
ability to use everything your brakes offer, learning how much distance you need to stop and
you`ll be happy `making progress` as we like to say if the view allows! Practice applying the
brakes in a smooth progressive manner, transferring the weight on to the front tyre.

Keep practicing again and again because if you want to ride briskly you need to be confident in
your brakes and it needs to be second nature.
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Nowhere does confidence or lack of it show itself more when cornering and no area of riding
benefits more from perhaps a day at a track school if only for one day - (do a IAM track day).
Here repetition of the same corners can ramp up the learning.  If you`re happy with your bike and
tyres then being confident is mainly down to understanding the techniques and practice. As with
any speed related facet of riding, how far you see and stop is crucial. Doing 70 when lent over
and can only see 40yards is just plain stupid.

Being confident doesn`t mean being fast. Open corners instil confidence because you can see
where you`re going. But how do you know if you`re not going to overcook it?  You can`t ! Your
level of confidence relates directly to experience. In the dry just about any bike will scrap
something before it slides if it is ridden smoothly a good clean surface.
When going harder than you`re used to and stepping outside your comfort zone puts doubts in
your mind that will upset your concentration and rational thinking .Tension will start to creep in
and  with it the control. If you want to progress pain free, only small steps in corner speeds over
lots of miles will take you there. You can follow another rider into a corner and get around at the
same speed –right? To an extent yes, but you have to know you can trust them. You may never
know the unknown rider you`ve tagged on to riding the A488 heading to Knighton isn`t an idiot on
a stolen bike or local world superbike champion Chas Davis. Reckon you can stick with either?
Or want to?

Losing confidence mid bend is responsible for more serious accidents than any other riding
mistake and far out numbering those who low side and a huge factor high side. Riders are hurt
because their confidence evaporates in the face of a situation not encountered previously. The
bike would have made it if the rider had the confidence and bike skills to stick to their line and
keep looking where they want to go. If and when that happens it`s something you`ll have to take
on trust.

When we feel slides or a mere twitch as you cross over banding it will become a heroic power
slide by the time you get to the café. Those who`ve experienced a small `step out ` tens of times
hardly notice them after a while, but others have their confidence shattered for weeks.
Vicarious experience works. Seeing someone else doing well on a similar bike can coax you into
a more confident ride. So copy better riders-simple. You`ve got to choose who you follow
carefully, of course. Best not hold your breath and blindly tail the fastest rider available. Following
the right rider can be an amazing lesson. Just don`t let it turn into a race and be relaxed in what
you are doing. It`s best if they are in on it and they will adjust their riding to help. Just ask –don`t
be shy.

There`s no short cut to gaining experience but you can reinforce it by using imagery.  Sports
psychologists insist visualising success improves confidence. The idea is that by mentally
rehearsing a movement pattern you strengthen the brains neural connections for that movement
and reinforcing previous experience.

So you`ve been on a particularly good ride, run over what it felt like, the inputs you were making
into the bike. Were you being smooth? Think about the feel and feedback from the tyres, the
gear changes, and the sound. Use everything to make that memory as realistic as possible.

If you got that twitch from the tyres what it felt like and how you rode through it. If you had a near
miss, then go through it in your head, visualising what you did right and wrong.
Before you set off on your next ride sit on your bike close your eyes and take a few minutes to
picture yourself riding smoothly and confidently.  Think about it and the positives from previous
rides.
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It might seem like pyscobabble but racers and top sportsmen and women use it all the time.

It works!

To join
- Login to your Facebook account
- Type ‘Worcester and Hereford Advanced Motorcyclists’ in
the search box at the top of the page.
- Click ‘Join Group’ at the top right of the screen.
One of our Admins will then approve your membership
(we don’t just let anyone in – only WHAM members can join!)
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Congratulations!

Rob Holliday - F1RST Pass

 Observer - Richard Hewitt

       Rich Allbutt - IAM Pass

       Observer - Andrew Culley
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 It went that-a-way!

 Three wise monkeys?

 Matthew Dent & Chris Lawton -
Smith wonder what they have got
themselves in to!

What are the common
causes of motorcycle

crashes?

In the majority of collisions, inappropriate speed for the conditions is a factor.
The commonest causes of all motorcycle crashes in the UK are:

 1. Right of way violations – drivers who look but fail to see. The commonest cause of a
motorcycle collision is when a driver looks but fails to see a motorcyclist approaching a junction
and pulls out across their path, mainly on urban roads at low speeds.

2. Loss of control on a bend, corner or curve on a rural road. Crashes on bends are often
the rider’s fault. They are more likely to be fatal because of the speeds involved as even a small
mistake can result in loss of control: 7% on left-hand bends and 5% on right hand-hand bends.
Most occur on unfamiliar roads and 65% of riders deaths are on rural roads, involving only the
motorcyclist and no other traffic.

1 in 3 drivers involved in a daylight collision with a
motorcyclist failed to look properly and didn’t see the

rider before the crash

Even a small mistake at the wrong speed can result in
loss of control.
An inappropriate speed could be 20 mph in a narrow
street crowed with pedestrians moving in and out of
the road…
… or 60 mph on a straight open road if you are tired
and your attention is split between several tasks.
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3. Errors of judgement. In manoeuvring the machine, often at low speed. This type of collision
tends to result from poor bike-handling skills or loss of concentration, and often leads to injuries as
the rider falls off the bike.

4. Overtaking. In about 1 in 8 collisions, the rider was making an overtaking manoeuvre just
before the collision.

To become a better rider, the first step is to recognise the resistance in ourselves to accept
responsibility. The second step is to accept every near miss and collision as a learning opportunity to
decide how you can avoid the same mistake in future.

For example, crash statistics show that all riders are at risk from the actions of other road users who
fail to see them. If you have a ‘look but failed to see’ crash, you can choose how to view it. Is it all
the responsibility of the careless driver? Or can you take action to reduce your own vulnerability?
You can choose to reduce your chances of ‘look but failed to see’ collision by anticipating this
potential hazard whenever you ride.

Del Britton
CO

What are the common
causes of motorcycle

crashes?

Critical learning from experience.
Most riders involved in a crash do not accept that they

contributed to it. If you think that you did not help to
cause a collision, you will also think that you have
nothing to learn from it. Your riding behaviour won’t

change.


